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Generative AI has the potential to 
revolutionize every industry.



What’s 
your plan?



Others are 
starting 
already …

AI teams are 
identifying use cases

1

Fitting GenAI into existing 
governance and 
accountability structures

Leveraging existing 
technical capabilities

Using exclusively 
commodity models

2

Leveraging existing 
human resources

4

5

3



But their 
approach isn’t 
working …

Needs to be tied to 
business goals

1

Unique challenges 
associated

New architectures are 
needed

Selection of models is 
use-case specific

2

Existing talent lacks the  
understanding

4

5

3



What 
is AI 
Anyway …



Level–Set 
on AI

Pre-
Trained 
Models

Deep 
Learning

Machine 
Learning

Statistics



Are you using AI 
in your 
organization …



Weka 2023 Global Trend in AI Report

After more than a decade, is AI finally 
reaching enterprise scale?

28%

Widely implemented, 
driving critical business value and will 
remain a major component of our strategy

Implemented in a few use cases
across a few departments that will be key 
for us to scale

A single use case 
in one or a few departments but is 
driving critical value and will remain 
a major component of our strategy

A minor component 
of a broader strategy but will be 
critical in the future

16%

27% 30%



31%
AI explorers: 
AI/ML is in pilot/POC

AI pioneers: 
AI/ML is in production 

69%

AI 
projects



Revenue Drivers Lead Cost Drivers for AI/ML

AI 
applications 

primary 
driver

69%
of total 

responses cite 
revenue drivers

31%
of total 

responses cite 
cost drivers

of AI  pioneers’ 
responses cite 
revenue drivers

70%

of AI  explorers’ 
responses cite 
revenue drivers

66%



Do your 
customers 
know???



More than half of Americans are 
aware of common uses of AI …

68% Fitness 
trackers

65 % Chatbots 64% Product
recommendations

62 % Security
cameras

57% Music 
playlists

51 % Email 
service

% of U.S. adults who identify that the following use AI in multiple 
choice questions



… but fewer can identify 
AI’s role in all 6 examples
% of U.S. adults who correctly identify … as using AI

30%

38%

31%

High

Medium

Low



Source: https://losspreventionmedia.com/a-i-research-findings/

Worldwide retail 
AI economic impact 
through 2029 $9.2

trillion 



54%
of cumulative 

economic benefits 
from AI through 
2029 will be in 
increased sales

72%
of cumulative 
AI economic 

benefits will go 
to retailers over 

$1b in size

Source: https://losspreventionmedia.com/a-i-research-findings/



Which 
technologies 
are most 
likely to be 
implemented 
by 2025

AI /ML 94%

90%
Multiexperience 

Development Platform

89%Distributed Cloud

84%MLOps

82%
Secure Access Service 

Edge (SASE)

76%Responsible AI

76%5G

67%Edge Computing

54%Digital Twin

48%BlockchainSOURCE: Gartner 2023 CIO Agenda 
Insights for the Retail Industry



What are the challenges while 
developing a vision for digital 

change? 

Integrating the 
digital vision 
with existing 
enterprise–level 
strategies 

Agreeing on a 
shared vision 
across different 
parts of the 
enterprise

Competing 
expectations 
from different 
stakeholders



The Generative 
AI Era



Level–Set on Generative AI

Large Language Models

Foundation Models

Generative AI

Text Speech Code Other 
Applications

Image Video 3D



Simulation Content Creation

Content DiscoveryConversational AI

Generative 
AI

Digital twin Design 
alternatives

Materials 
discovery

Scenario 
exploration

Prediction

Synthetic 
data

TranslationUser 
experience

Virtual 
assistant

Natural language 
interface

Image\Video

Mathematics

Language

SpeechWriting

Audio

Coding

Search Analysis

Knowledge 
management

Education and 
Training

Generative AI Capabilities



You’re 
probably using 
generative AI 
already …



… searches 
the web …



… writes 
code … 



… creates designs …



Is AI nirvana 
here? …



… small 
data 
models 
from large 
models …



… proprietary 
industry– 
specific large 
models …



… open source 
industry– 
specific large 
models …



… We are seeing the birth 
of the next “App Store”…



Maybe not …



Problem: 
LLMs are not 

safe 
for business 
applications

… and growing weekly

Generative AI Models



The Technology Gap

No concept of 
organizational truths

No or incomplete 
evidence

Not auditable

Presents a regulatory 
risk

Hallucinations and  
incorrect responses

No protection against 
prompt injection



AI that
Lies …



47%
fabricated

46%
inaccurate
…



… makes up 
information 
and 
references



… incorrect 
information 
can lead to 
legal action …



AI that has 
regulatory issues …



The legal and 
regulatory issues 
aren’t yet 
understood …



… is not 
compliant 
with global 
regulations

https://crfm.stanford.edu/2023/06/15/eu-ai-act.html



What 
about …



Technology 
being 
banned from 
schools …



… or the 
corporate 
world?



… or entire 
countries …



… or the AI 
industry 
itself …



Now 
what …



PIXAR

for safe and compliant 
Generative AI

FORMULA





A formula

Pixar’s secret to success?

a fish, Marlin, and his son NemoOnce upon a time there was

Every day, Marlin warns Nemo about the dangers of the ocean

One day, Nemo ignores his father

Because of that, Nemo winds up in a fish tank

Because of that, Marlin sets off on a journey to find Nemo

Until finally, Marlin finds Nemo and brings him home safely



A formula

Implement generative AI in a safe 
and compliant manner

top-down AI strategy aligned to business objectives.Create

Update governance and accountability to reflect new challenges.

Prioritize use cases to create real value quickly.

Provide education from the mailroom to the board room.

Implement technology stacks designed for generative AI.



Where 
to start …



Start here …

Top-down AI strategy 
aligned to business 
objectives

1

Update governance and 
accountability to reflect 
new challenges

Implement architectures 
designed for generative 
AI

Prioritization of use cases 
dictate the right model 
for the job

2

Provide role-based 
education from the 
mailroom to the board 
room

4

5

3



Industries

Automo
tive and 
Vehicle 
Manufa
cturing

Media

Archite
cture 
and 
Enginee
ring

Energy 
and 
Utilities

Healthc
are 
Provide
rs

Electro
nic 
Product 
Manufa
cturing

Manufa
cturing

Pharma
ceutical

Drug Design

Material Science

Chip Design

Synthetic Data

Generative Design 
(Parts)

Select 
Generative AI 
Use Cases
by Industry



Cross–Industry Use Cases

Customer 
Service

Sustainability 
and ESG

Sourcing 
and Supply 

Chain

Cybersecurity



Retail



Generative AI 
Use Cases 
for Retail

Marketing 
and Digital Commerce

Customer 
Experience

Operations 
and Supply Chain

Merchandising 
and Planning



Marketing 
and Digital 
Commerce

Focus Areas

Personalized messaging

Social media

Product attributes

Descriptions of products

Images of products/services

Bias

Intellectual property

Consumer privacy

Copyright

Deepfakes

Risks



Customer 
Experience

Bias

Poor 
recommendation

Process change 
management

Lack of consumer 
privacy

Lack of consumer 
protections

Risks

Focus Areas

Conversational 
commerce

Transaction facilitation

Associate assistance

Customer service

Customer support



Operations 
and Supply Chain

Focus Areas

Content discovery

Sourcing

Procurement

Logistics

Supplier interactions

Bias

Incorrect service 
recommendation

Process change management 

Lack of transparency

Lack of processing capacity

Risks



Merchandising 
and Planning

Focus Areas

Product development

Trend analysis

Social media analysis

Image creation

Synthetic data creation

Bias

Failure to identify 
change

Pricing changes 
too frequently

Lack of real–time 
information

Lack of processing 
capacity

Risks



AI IQAI IQ

AI ValueDr. Seth Dobrin
CEO, Qantm AI
Seth@Qantm.AI

Elevate 
your

QR CODE 
to form
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